How to hire
freelancers in a compliant
and effective way
Freelancing: The New American Workforce
In a world where 40% of the labor
force is supposed to be
freelancing by the year 2020,
someone, most likely staffing
agencies and human resource
professionals, will have to facilitate
matching what companies need to
this huge pool of freelance skills.

The way we hire freelancers is changing
Hiring freelancers gives smaller
companies access to top talent who may
have previously been unavailable to them.

Startups are turning to outside
recruiters to hire freelancers in an
effort to control costs.

47% of working millennials
develop freelance skills, more
than any other generation.

40% of the working
population is now
freelancing.

Why choose a freelance workforce?
65% of freelancers update their
freelance skills regularly to meet the
demands of the market.

Top professionals are choosing to work
independently for a portfolio of clients
rather than for a single employer.
55% report participating in
skills-related education within
the last 6 months.

If trends continue, freelancers
will make up the majority of
the workforce by 2027.

The majority of workers
will freelance by 2027
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How should HR approach
selection in this case?
Determine what abilities are
immediately important when
evaluating the candidates.

Recruit for the short-term in
order to have the flexibility to
deal with changes in workload.

Instead of posting
a position or job,
hire for projects.

Recruit for specific skills
that are identified and
confirmed – quickly.

Make a skills and job analysis
What freelance skills do you currently have?
Can you leverage them?
Where are they in the organization?
Do you have access to the freelance skills needed?
Do you have time to train up?

Sourcing Methods
Consulting
firms
Freelance
sites

Word of
mouth

Staffing
agencies

Verified
identification

Traditional

Coming soon...
Blockchain applications
are coming

Social
media

Verified
skills

Verified
projects

Job
postings

Craigslist

Confirm the freelancer’s skills
Skills needed

Proof of work

Written communication
Software knowledge
Reading comprehension

Demonstration of ability
to write a report

Obtain at least 3
professional references

Demonstration of
knowledge of software

Recent clients

Understanding basic
written communication

Ability to produce
spreadsheet analysis
from database query
results.

Professional references

Recent employers

Demonstration of project
management

Support your efforts with tools
Online / mobile
application
No additional
software required
by candidate
Easy for candidate
to access and
navigate
Real time
reporting

Ask for a work sample
Allow candidates to
work in the program /
software needed for
the freelance position.
Allow them limited,
but sufficient, time to
demonstrate their
abilities to complete tasks.
Allow them to do more
than respond to
knowledge-based
questions, which may not
reflect their skill level.

Assign specific assessment criteria
and hire freelancers
Assign criteria to
evaluate the project.
Use point scoring to
compare candidates.
Comment to assist
with the evaluation
process and review.
Assign criteria to
evaluate the project.
Use point scoring to
compare candidates.
Comment to assist
with the evaluation
process and review.

Want to know more?
Call eSkill Sales
1-866-537-5455

International
+1-978-649-8010

sales@eskill.com
support@eskill.com

Since 2003, eSkill has been a leading provider of online pre-employment testing
skills for applicant screening and staff training to thousands of employers
globally. If you want to learn more, visit www.eskill.com

